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The History of New
York City
On September 11, 2011
we were reminded of
the destruction of the
Twin Towers e in this
slide show
History of New York
Click to view.

Twenty-five Guyanese
perished on 9-11-2001
in the Twin Towers of
New York City
You can see more info
on our weblog-website
at this link here

Ramotar makes fervent pitch to developed nations at UN
September 27, 2013 | By KNews

- wants greater cooperation
in tackling poverty, narco
fight, climate change
President Donald Ramotar, yesterday took world leaders to task
over their less than fruitful approach in tackling Climate Change, combating the Narcotics Trade, and
Trafficking in Persons, and even challenged the
United Nations to reform itself in order give smaller
countries greater representation.
Ramotar was at the time addressing the 68th Session of the United Nations General Assembly in New
York.
Ramotar also challenged the international community
to revise how it treats with countries such as Guyana
and those in the Caribbean when it comes to accessing financing.

The Guyanese leader said that the Caribbean has
experienced major setbacks due to the international
economic and financial crises which started in North
America and Europe.
“While it appears that the latter two regions are
emerging from these crises, in the Caribbean, the
effects are still devastating,” said Ramotar.
He pointed out that even as the region continues to
grapple with the effects of the financial crises, it is
now being faced with even more stringent hurdles.
“We are told that as middle income countries –
measured by GDP per capita – we are no longer entitled to concessionary financing.”
Ramotar says that this is now a recipe for reversing
the gains made over years in the region
“We call for a rethink of this position and urge that
greater consideration be given to the special vulnerabilities of our region, where a country can see one
hurricane wiping out its entire GDP.” [Read more]

President Ramotar meets Guyanese in Richmond Hill. NYC
Stabroek News September 29, 2013

In Richmond Hill, New York on Friday evening, President Donald Ramotar addressed a packed house at
Fairfield Pavilion owned by a Guyanese American
where he spoke about the current political situation in
Guyana and fielded questions from the audience.
After the event, he interacted with the large gathering
posing for photographs. Ramotar was in New York to
address the UN General Assembly.
Read Guyana Times Report below:

President warmly received in New York
A section of the gathering at the event are in this photograph..
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Welcome to the Guyanese Online Newsletter

Guyanese Online
The Guyanese Online Newsletter and the

Editorial: By: Cyril Bryan. Editor and Publisher
This is the 39th edition of the Guyanese Online
Newsletter. It culminates 40 months of publishing the Blog and monthly Newsletters.
Thanks for your support……
E-mail address: cybryan@gmail.com
Editorial:

Guyanese Online Blog Website are independent
publications that are created, edited, produced and
published by Cyril Bryan - cybryan@gmail.com
Guyanese organizations are offered FREE advertising.
Blog: 30 Most popular - 30 days - September 2013
click item to view the entry

The Shutdown and the Fiscal Cliff

The United Sates government has been shut down 17
times since 1977. The last occurred 17 years ago,
when the face-off between Bill Clinton and the Republican-controlled House halted services for 28 days in
1996. This Shutdown is just the latest in the ongoing
battle between the Republicans and the Democrats
regarding budgets and fiscal realignments that are
required to ensure economic stability in the USA, and
the U.S. dollar as the “world‟s currency”.
There is political and economic gridlock as House Republicans have been demanding that Obama agree to
cut funding or delay implementation of his
“Obamacare” healthcare law in exchange for measures to reopen the government.
In addition to the government shutdown, the United
States faces a historic debt default on October 17
unless Congress agrees to raise the U.S. borrowing
limit. President Barack Obama has stressed to congressional leaders that he will not negotiate with Republicans over a government shutdown or raising the
U.S. debt limit. He said that he hopes that common
sense will prevail, and that Congress will reopen the
government, pay the bills it has racked up and spare
the nation from a devastating default.
A default could signal the feared dumping of US dollars worldwide and a meltdown of the world‟s economic system. The spiraling budgetary deficits and
mounting debt within the US economy has to be
brought under control if the US intends to remain a
world power and the US dollars the strongest currency and the unit of account in worldwide trade and
commerce. The Euro zone countries are a lesson.
The dollar‟s influence is weakening. Gold hoarding
and barter trading now threatens the US dollar‟s long
term value as a unit of account. In response, there
are concerted efforts to depress gold prices to ensure
that the dollar is not replaced by gold as the store of
value. The deficits and mounting debt in most countries are worrying, and flight from the US dollar could
precipitate the collapse of most fiat currencies, with
devastating consequences worldwide.
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Buxton-Friendship Express:
September 2013

We are pleased to share the September 2013 Newsletter with you. This issue is dedicated to our students
and teachers, as we join them in the celebration of
Education Month.
As you would observe from our articles on page 14 and
the back page, there is a growing crisis at Buxton Secondary School as a result of overcrowding and other
unsatisfactory conditions at the school. We are monitoring the situation and exploring ways to help alleviate
the difficulties being experienced there.
We would greatly appreciate it, if you would send us
your suggestions so that together we can help transform Buxton Secondary School from a Grade B to a
Grade A learning institution by the next school year.
To obtain a copy of Buxton-Friendship Express, September 2013, download the file from the following link:
http://buxtonguyana.net/Buxton-FriendshipExpress201309.pdf
Lorna Campbell,
Chief Editor - Buxton-Friendship Express
buxtonexpress@aol.com

–
St. Stanislaus College Alumni Association Toronto
DATE: Sat. 5 October, 2013
TIME: 7:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.
DINNER: Served from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
PLACE: West Rouge Community Centre
270 Rouge Hills Drive, Toronto
(Hwy 401 / Hwy #2 / Port Union Road)
DRESS: ―Fall Elegance‖ (no blue jeans, please)
DONATION : $45 per person
(ALL INCLUSIVE – dinner and all drinks)
Tickets are available from any member of the Executive.
Paul Archer 416-209-8688
Vibert Lampkin 416-445-5542
Paul Camacho 416-289-4389
Renuka Persaud 416-457-9503
Errol Chapman 416-431-1739
Bunty Phillips 416-449-8032
Rupert De Castro 416-817-7604
Marcelline Ramcharan 416-824-0454
Neville Devonish 905-953-9375 Beverly Vandeyar 416-492-1070
Roger Devers 905-277-3226
Art Veerasammy 416-431-1171
Hugh Hazlewood 416-221-3871
Godfrey Whyte 416-265-4362
MUSIC: DJ Jones SPECIAL: Door and Raffle Prizes!
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Guyana Christian Charities Canada Inc.
Bake and Food Sale - Sunday October 27, 2013
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Guyanese Canadian Cultural
Association of British Columbia

Concerned Citizens Against Domestic Abuse –
Fire &Ice Dance – Hollywood FL – October 12, 2013
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Guyana Cultural Association of New York Inc 2013 Symposium
2013 SYMPOSIUM
Empire State College/State University of New York
177 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201-5875
OCTOBER 26, 2013

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
“These two dominant influences should not be allowed
to overwhelm our identity or diminish its complexity”
(from editorial mentioned below)
A recent Sunday Stabroek News editorial posed the
question, “Who are we?” and directed attention to a
contemporary ripple in the peopling of Guyana---the
new immigrants from Brazil and China. The editorial
also insinuated some of the societal anxieties associated with this contemporary development. For more
than 5,000 years, the contemporary nation has had
close and intimate relations with the churn of the
pushes and pulls of the human migration drama.
Each wave of immigrants to Guyana has generated
social and cultural anxiety among several sectors in of
the receiving society. It is out of these anxieties

emerge the narratives that create and nourish mythologies and negative stereotypes.
These take on a life of “truth” with the capacity to
influence policy making and civic participation--governance.
One can identify particular virulence in the mythologies and negative stereotypes constructed during
periods when the economic conditions are dire, the
political environment is “heated” and social and cultural life is stunted. Robert Moore‟s “Colonial Images of Blacks and Indians in Nineteenth Century
Guyana” illustrates this dynamic in British Guiana
during the pivotal mid-19th century era when the
peoples of enslavement and indentureship encountered each other in large scale for the first time in
the Guyana space.
Similarly, the drama of human migration has seen
waves of migration out of Guyana. At the end of the
20th century, Guyana had a Diaspora approaching
1million and located around the world with concentrations in London, Toronto, New York, Atlanta,
Washington, D.C, the across the Caribbean.
Read more .... Download: SYMPOSIUM CALL
_Layout 1

Guyana Cultural Association of New York
Inc - September 2013 Magazine <click
IN THIS ISSUE
PAGE 3: - 160th anniversary of Chinese arrival
PAGE 4-5:- Thank you
PAGE 6: Our Caribbean neighbors
PAGE 7: Plaiting the Maypole
PAGE 8: Ole Man Pappie
PAGE 9-10: Children‟s Village
PAGE 11-15: Family Fun Day
PAGE 16-18: Eusi Kwayana
PAGE 19: GCA Awards 2013
PAGE 20-21: Symposium 2013
PAGE 22-25: Back to school
PAGE 26-28: Youth in Action
PAGE 29-31: Amerindian
Heritage Month
PAGE 34-36: Short Story
Editor - Edgar Henry
Cover Design - Claire A. Goring
Layout & Design Claire A. Goring & Ashton Franklyn

Download the September 2012 magazine < click
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Commentary: Building Guyana
September 27,2013. Kaieteur News- EDITORIAL

The government is rightfully proud of the positive
growth rate that our economy, averaging around
5%, has experienced over the past six years. We
have not only bucked a regional decline, but the
one that has brought low our top trading partners
in North America and Europe. But when we disaggregate the numbers that have contributed to that
growth, we notice some worrisome features. Gold
was a big contributo, but its fall from the heady
US$1800 per ounce into lows of two-thirds that
value, hit us hard.
GROWTH FUNDAMENTALS

our local businessmen into major productive projects.
BILLIONS FROM GOLD

One answer that has been floated is that our local
business community is “not big enough”. This cannot be. We have had a billion dollars (American dollars) pass through the country annually from gold
alone. We are also told by some that an equivalent
amount might not have been declared but instead
smuggled abroad, with the money repatriated. Our
banking system is awash with these (and other)
funds and has had to be rescued by the Central
Bank through the issuance of Treasury Bonds.

It should remind us that the growth was not built on
the “solid macro-economic fundamentals” that the
administration is fond of citing. It was built on a
worldwide search for a “store of value” in economically treacherous times. As speculators feared that
the dollar and the euro might be fundamentally
weak in light of their issuing countries‟ persistent
economic downturn, they turned to their old
standby, gold. However, one signal from the US
Federal Reserve that would reverse its “stimulus”
policies, which had led to a pronged period of low
interest rates, wiped out much of the “gains” by
gold.

Those banks offer very low interest rates on their
deposits – not ever reaching even 2%. Yet the
money is not invested into areas, such as manufacturing, that could generate greater returns. This
leads to the other excuse that our business community is not “entrepreneurial” enough. It does not
identify business opportunities that veer off the
beaten track of restaurants and shopping malls. In
a word, it is not willing to take “risks”. There has to
be a candid national discussion as to why we have
such a risk averse collection of businessmen.

Our economy cannot be built on such speculative
foundations. But from the other side of the coin, we
have also repeated the mistake of other countries
that serendipitously came into sudden wealth – like
the Netherlands, some years ago. Their money
was not invested into activities that would generate
new exports for their country and so position the
economy onto a higher productive platform. It was
rather plunged into consumption and importation
that basically exported the finances earned from
the newfound wealth. This is exactly what is happening in Guyana today.

One answer to the conundrum of “money, money
everywhere, but not a buck to invest” is that the entrepreneurial spirit is not being fostered in our educational institutions. Coming out of a British educational system in which there was more than a faint
distaste for earning money in businesses,
(“learning” was supposed to be concentrated in declaiming Latin and Shakespeare) we have not yet
embarked on a programme to break out of the “risk
averse” mentality.

MONEY EVERYWHERE- NO INVESTMENT

America has some of the most energetic entrepreneurs because their system fosters investment and
entrepreneurship from the nursery schools. Unlike
GOLD BOOM AND BUST
most Guyanese adults, American elementary
There has been no investment of consequence as
school children can explain about what the stock
far as creating new wealth from the proceeds of
market, for instance, does.
our “gold boom”. Restaurants, while welcome to
the consumer, do not create new resources to cre- To build Guyana in a globalised world, entails buildate a virtuous circle of wealth creation that will sus- ing businesses that can produce higher valuetain us when the gold runs out or the prices con- added products that we can export. Not fast food
tinue to founder. The question has to be asked as joints that are not even Guyanese.
to why there have not been more investments by
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Local government elections could ignite a new politics
AUGUST 30, 2013 · BY DAVID HINDS - COMMENTARY

With the passage of the recent local government reform bills, there seems to be more interest in local
government elections. As I move around the country
I sense a heightened interest in local democracy
which should be nurtured.
Local government is the heartbeat of the democratic
process. It is the level of government that is closest
to the people. It is at that level that ordinary citizens
get a chance to engage most effectively in selfgovernance. The councillors live in the community.
This makes them more accessible and accountable
to the people.
The current system has reduced local democracy to
a sham. It alienates people from participation. The
central government, through the Minister of Local
Government, is very disrespectful to the local government organs that it does not control and reduces
those controlled by its supporters to rubber stamps of
the PPP. Town, regional and neighborhood councils
are starved of funds and resources by the central
government. In effect what we have is government
tyranny in the guise of local government.
It is for this reason that I believe that the impending
local government elections, if held under the reformed system, could ignite the beginning of a new
politics in which people take control of their own governance and in the process benefit from the fruits of
democracy. I also believe an active and effective local government is a form of power sharing, what is
referred to these days as vertical power sharing,
whereby the central government and the local organs
share the burden of governance.
In this regard the local governments could also serve
as a check on the central government.
It is for this reason that I believe the political parties
should either stay out of the local government entirely or at a minimum reduce their participation. If
political parties feel they must participate I think they
should only contest 40 per cent of the seats.
I favour the return to the village council system
where it is necessary. This would ensure that historic
villages regain control of village resources such as
land, which is a burning issue in the villages. It would
also help to restore a sense of community. It would
bring more people into governance, thus broadening
the base of participation. We would now have village

councils, neighborhood councils and regional councils. It would take government even closer to the
people.
Finally I would recommend that the 30 per cent rule,
whereby parties are required to have women make
up a minimum of 30 per cent of their slates, be applied to all local government councils. Gender powersharing holds the prospect of bringing fresh ideas to
the table that could well turn out to be a deviation
from the acrimony that now characterizes governance.

Government committed to Local
Government Elections
September 21, 2013 Guyana Times

Junior Local Government Minister Norman Whittaker
said the holding of local government elections remain
top on the People‟s Progressive Party/Civic (PPP/C)
agenda.
“Election is still very high on the agenda of the People‟s Progressive Party/Civic. You would know that
there is the fifth cycle of continuous registration in
progress, you would know also that the necessary
legislation to facilitate local government elections is
already in place and has been in place for some
time,” he told the press at his Kingston Office..
He pointed out that the Municipal and District Council‟s Bill, the Fiscal Transfers Bill, the Local Government Commission Bill and the Local Government
(Amendment) Bill which were passed in the National
Assembly have been sent to the Attorney General‟s
Chambers by the Clerk of the National Assembly
Sherlock Isaacs. It is currently unclear how long the
Attorney General‟s Chambers will take to scrutinise
the bills before they are sent to the president for his
assent.
Asked whether the Local Government Ministry has
contacted the attorney general on the progress of
scrutiny, Whittaker said “I don‟t need to (be in contact), the minister of legal affairs knows what he has
to do.”
But the A Partnership for National Unity (APNU) had
written the National Assembly on the passed bills
being sent to the Attorney General‟s Chambers. But
this did not go down lightly with Isaacs who claimed
that the coalition was harassing him. [Read more]
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Guyana to host Caribbean Week of Agriculture (CWA)
October 2, 2013 - KNEWS

Improved food security and trade relations at centre of observance
With the objective of generating wealth by linking regional
food security to trade development via agriculture, the annual Caribbean Week of Agriculture (CWA) will be hosted
for the second time in Guyana, from October 4-12.
Minister of Agriculture, Dr Leslie Ramsammy, told reporters recently that CWA is a significant event on the Regional calendar.
Caribbean Week of Agriculture #12
“Guyana is proud to be hosting the twelfth Caribbean
Week of Agriculture (CWA). The eleventh was held in Antigua and Barbuda. In 2003, Guyana hosted the CWA, so
this marks the second time that we are privileged to host
the event.”
Minister Ramsammy explained that the activity brings together regional stakeholders for a week of activities to promote agriculture via policy, dialoguing, learning sessions,
and an exhibition showcasing the products of the sector.
Of great significance, Ramsammy says, is a Council for
Trade and Economic Development (COTED) meeting,
which will be held during CWA. This meeting will include
Ministers of Agriculture from across the Region. “There
will be various ministerial meetings like the ministerial

meetings for the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States
(OECS) which will be held at CARICOM headquarters…. “
“We are hoping to sign a number of agreements and
Memoranda of Understanding for agriculture, including an
agreement with the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA) … Earlier this year, the European Union and IICA received a grant of $11 million Euros
to implement a capacity strengthening programme in the
Caribbean Region, in relation to sanitary and unsanitary
standards. Guyana is one of the countries in which the
project will be implemented.”
Dr Ramsammy said that various workshops, seminars and
sessions will be held during the nine -day event.
“There will also be a number of field events and inviting
the technical personnel Ministers and guests to join the at
various field sites.”
Sites to be Visited
Among the places to be visited are: GuySuCo‟s Enmore
Estate and Packaging Facility, the Hope/Dochfour Canal,
the Burma Research Centre, Guyana School of Agriculture, Satyadeow Sawh Aquaculture Centre, Guyana Livestock Development Authority, National Agriculture Research and Extension Institute and Mangrove Tour, Hydromet‟s Doppler Radar Tower and the Santa Fe Farm. The
visit to the Guyana School of Agriculture will be of special
significance during CWA as the entity celebrates its 50th
anniversary. [Read more]

Fishing industry raises concerns over proposed Chinese fishing licences
FULL STORY | | SEPTEMBER 28, 2013 | BY KNEWS

Concerns are heightening among members of the
fishing and trawler industry about plans being considered by Government to grant a large number of deep
sea fishing permits to the Chinese despite requests
being made for locals to reduce fleet numbers.
Officials say that the proposals are being considered
by authorities to the chagrin and consternation of the
local sector. Kaieteur News was told by some concerned maritime operators that a decision is impending on whether some 40 licenses should be granted to
the Chinese by the Agriculture Ministry.
They argue, however, that this is within a period when
local sea operators are being urged to reduce fleet
numbers because of dwindling stocks and a growing
need for more protection in the fishing industry. In
2010, an overhaul of the industry was suggested with
the aim to reduce the number of operating trawlers by
January 1, 2011.

Members of the Guyana Association of Trawler
Owners and Seafood Processors (GATOSP) were
further considering a proposal that could reduce its
fleet of fishing vessels by at least 20 per cent.
The fishermen see the move to issue foreign licenses as a slap in the face as they were working
with the government to meet their concerns about
excess fishing and diminishing resources. One operator said that if the licences are granted that could
mean negative impact for local producers.
Mother Ship Fish Processing
He suggested that, “Like in other parts of the world,
they could set up a mother ship which processes
the fish right there on the boat.” The operator said
that the licensed boats would perform the ground
task of catching the fish while the mother ship,
equipped with workers and the relevance equipment
clean and process the fish before shipment.
Read FULL STORY here
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GUYANA MEDICAL RELIEF, INC - Solicitation Letter
GUYANA MEDICAL RELIEF, INC.
P. O. Box 451745, Los Angeles, CA 90045
Tel. & Fax - (323) 965-9914 Tax I.D. # 95-4192121
FROM THE CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER, GUYANA MEDICAL RELIEF
September 21, 2013
Dear Fellow Guyanese and Friends:
This past year Guyana Medical Relief built a brand
new VIA Clinic at the Charity Hospital, costing
about US$25,000.00. This is the third clinic we built
in as many years. We continue to focus on Women‟s
and Children‟s health. The Charity Hospital is the
gateway to the Pomeroon and as such, we are able
to capture women from most of Region 2 and as far

away as Region 1, in addition to those in Region 3.
Guyana has a 12 percent incidence of cervical cancer in our women, and GMR is aware of the lives we
literally save by having these clinics built.
We work in tandem with the Ministry of Health and
with the Regional authorities to realize these projects. In addition to the VIA clinic we built and
handed over, GMR has distributed over 100,000
pairs of shoes to our children.
We are set to work with the Ministry of Education to
add more shoes to children‟s feet. The health benefits to these children, especially the ones in the interior, are numerous as we seek to prevent chigas and
other foot ailment. But most of all we know our work
is well worth it when we see the smiles on the faces
of these children when they receive their brand new
pairs of shoes.

Sharir handing over the building to Regional Chairman, Persaud. Above, brand new VIA Building in the Charity

Now for the main reason for my letter. We need your help. As we prepare for our annual Dinner Dance this
year on Oct 5th 2013, we are asking you to come out and support our cause. We know that most of you who
have left Guyana„s shores feel as lucky as we do, and would like to give back to the land of your birth. Your
donation can continue to increase 400 times, since we continue to procure our medications and medical supplies through our partnership with Direct Relief International, and our shoes through our new partner, TOMS
right here in LA.
We look forward to seeing you at the dance. If you cannot make it, then we would appreciate a donation of
whatever you can afford. You may send this to the address above. If you have any questions, or for tickets,
please feel free to contact me at 805 570 9059 or at home 916 897 8237. I am attaching information below
on the dance. Thank you, as always for your support.
Sincerely Yours,
Sharir
[Read more: GMR Dinner Dance 2013 Solicitation Letter].
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National Geographic Explorer visits Guyana
Demerara Waves - 24 September 2013

Guyana is increasingly attracting cruise-liners- the
latest a National Geographic Explorer- because
the country has cut the red-tape for processing and
transporting visitors, officials said.

Now that kind of thing has been expedited to ensure
that this ship has been cleared in an hour,” he told
reporters.
Wilderness Explorers is responsible for the National
Geographic Explorer‟s visit to Guyana and Suriname.
Most of the 110 tourists are affluent American and
European retirees who are taking advantage of the
pricey cruise that sources say costs at least
US$35,000.
A popular scientific cruise
Among those aboard are National Geographic photographers and writers who document aspects of the
trip. “It‟s not really a scientific expedition what we do;
it‟s a popular scientific cruise we are doing with
guests that are paying for them,” he said. Highlighted
at each destination are the culture, wildlife, music
and marine and general biology.

National Geographic Explorer anchored in the Essequibo River

Oliver Kruess, Captain of the 148-passenger vessel
said things have improved locally compared to almost 20 years ago when a National Geographic ship
visited Guyana. “In the past when our ships were
here and that was more than eighteen years ago,
Guyana didn‟t have much of an infrastructure in this
place,” he told reporters.
Kruess noted that previously National Geographic‟s
ships had visited the Orinoco, skipped Guyana and
went on to Devil‟s Island in French Guiana. “In the
middle it was difficult to find something because
there was not much infrastructure for a ship,” he
added.

Guyana‟s Tourism Minister was among those who
welcomed the visitors by wishing them a “fruitful” and
“amazing” stay in this eco-tourism destination. A
cocktail reception showcasing Guyanese food and
drinks was held on Wednesday, September 25
The ship carries kayaks and a fleet of Zodiac motorized landing craft as well as sophisticated video
equipment that allows access to the underwater
world. Public areas include a lounge and bar, a library, spa, fitness centre, sauna and a selection of
dining options that offer regionally inspired cuisine of
fresh, local ingredients. Services include a full-time
doctor, a wellness specialist and an Internet café.

The captain explained that the infrastructure now included the availability of small boats to transport
tourists from the cruise-ship to places of interest.
While anchored in the Essequibo River for two days,
the visitors will go bird watching and on Wednesday
visit the breathtaking Kaieteur Falls.
Wilderness Explorers responsible
Director of Wilderness Explorers, Shaun Mc Grath
said it was now easier to deal with the Port Health
Authority, Customs and Immigration. "It is now way,
way easier…Back in the old ways, no matter how big
the ship was it was one set of documents and the
documents were about thirty-five to forty pages long.

Tourism Minister, Irfan Ali addressing the tourists aboard the
National Geographic Explorer.
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Guyana-Suriname: The Canawaima ferry service
SEPTEMBER 29, 2013 | BY KNEWS | FILED UNDER NEWS

-

Facilitating approximately 72,000 passengers annually

With approximately, 72,000 persons utilizing the Canawaima ferry service to travel between Suriname
and Guyana annually, the transport vessel can be
considered an essential partner in trade or tourism.
DUTCH TOURISM TO GUYANA
Minister of Tourism (Ag) Irfaan Ali says that the Guyana/Suriname ferry service plays an integral role in
attracting tourists from the Dutch speaking country.
Speaking with Kaieteur News on September 28, the
Minister of Tourism (Ag), shed light on the influence
of the Canawaima ferry service, with regards to the
commercial and tourism sector.
Minister Ali explained that the Guyana/ Suriname
ferry service which facilitates travel between the two
countries has reinforced bilateral trade relations.
Ali related that the service serves as a cost effective,
efficient and reliable link between both countries.
Weighing in on the tourism outcome of the service,
Ali said that the sector is utilizing deliberate strategies to target more Surinamese and Dutch tourists.
“Just last month, about an extra five hundred tourists
came to Guyana from Suriname and a beer fest is
planned here which should attract an additional one
thousand tourists.”

The Canawaima Ferry which facilitates the Guyana/
Suriname travel experience

US$15 or GYD$3,000 FEE
“Each passenger pays a fee o US$15 which is
equivalent
to
G YD$3,000
per t r ip….”
Marine Superintendent Garfield Halley said the service operates based on a shared agreement between Guyana and its Eastern neighbour.
SHARED COST

According to statistics provided by the Transport and
Harbours Department (TH&D), the Canawaima Ferry
Service Incorporated facilitates a significant influx of
visitors from the Dutch Territory.

“The Surinamese government and the Guyana contingent share the operations of the service. We operate on a six month basis…At peak seasons we see a
spike in the number of persons travelling between
the two countries. During this time we would usually
make additional trips.”

TH &D General Manager Marcellene Merchant explained that the Ferry transports an average of six
thousand passengers per month.

Halley explained that the liaison with the essential
regulatory agencies has ensured a proficient ferry
service.

TWO TRIPS PER DAY

ONBOARD SECURITY

“The ferry service usually operates two trips per day,
departing port Guyana at nine o‟ clock in the morning
and another at 1 o‟ clock in the afternoon …. The
numbers show that it transports an average of six
hundred vehicles and six thousand passengers travelling to and from Suriname and Guyana per month.”

“We have a relationship with the Maritime Department as well as the Guyana Police Force to ensure
all our regulations are enforced. Our Internal security
personnel on all our vessels would supervise to guarantee that no illegal activities are being conducted
and the police would make spot checks from time to
time…. “

Merchant, who is also on the Board of Directors for
Canawaima Ferry Inc explained this number, represents the significant amount of trade and tourist activities.

The Canawaima ferry service was established since
1998 to connect travelers enroute of Moleson creek10km south of Corriverton- to the south drain in Suriname. It is the only legal marine travel connection
between the two countries.
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Fly Jamaica to bridge tourism gap between Guyana and Jamaica
SEPTEMBER 28, 2013 | BY KNEWS | Zena Henry

Website Links
Hotels, Eco-resorts. etc
Adel’s Rainforest Resort

Arriving on time, to a roaring
crowd at the Cheddi Jagan International Airport (CJIA) Thursday
night, the much talked about Jamaican airline, Fly Jamaica, officially commenced flight services
between Guyana and Jamaica
and North America.

Ariantze Sidewalk Hotel Café and
Jazz Club
Banganara Island Resort
Bradsville Apartments
Cara Hotels

The airline management reiterated that it will bridge the tourism
gap between Guyana and Ja- Fly Jamaica gets warm welcome on inaugural
flight on Thursday September 26, 2013.
maica.
Captain Ronald Reece, Fly Jamaica‟s Chief Executive Officer, told the gathering
of government officials, foreign personages, staffers and well wishers, “What we
have basically done is to create history by joining two countries by an air
bridge.”

El Dorado Inn
Evergreen Adventures
Grand Coastal Inn
Herdmanston Lodge
Hurakabra River Resort

The captain told the attendees at the inaugural flight‟s cocktail party that hopes
are high that Jamaicans and Guyanese citizens will benefit by increased trade
and tourism between the two countries. [Read more] Also see VIDEO

Hotel Tower – Emerald Tower
Resort

TravelSpan to resume JFK - Guyana, T&T routes

Iwokrara Forest -

Iwokrama Canopy Walkway

Kanuku Suites

By Tangerine Clarke—Caribbean Life News

Le Grand Penthouse Hotel

Photo courtesy
of TravelSpan
Vacations

Pegasus Hotel

Princess Hotel
Radisson Apartment Suites
Regency Suites Hotel
Rock View Lodge, Rupununi
Roraima Airways, Hotels and
Companies

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO: TravelSpan, which began service from John F. Kennedy International Airport to Cheddi Jagan International Airport in 2006 and suspended its service in 2008 because of the economic meltdown and increased oil
prices, will resume flights to the South American country with a twice-weekly
Thursday and Saturday schedule, starting Dec. 14, 2013.
TravelSpan‟s non-stop service, which will depart JFK at 1:00 a.m. with direct
service to Georgetown on its 737 wide-body aircraft, was given the green light
by the United States Federal Aviation Authority just last week.
Flights to Piarco International Airport will begin service on Dec. 17, flying Tuesdays and Fridays with the same departure time, 1:00 a.m, non-stop to the twinisland. [Read more]

Sleepin International Hotel
Splashmins Resort

Surama Eco-Lodge Rupununi
Status International Hotel

Timberhead Eco-Resort
Trans Guyana Airways
Wilderness Explorers
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Elaine Ville Housing Development - Guyana
See video: click link below

Elaine Ville Video
Build your own dream home from
a choice of large lots in a new upscale
development

Read: Elaine Ville advertisement

Located at:

New Providence
East Bank, Demerara
Guyana South America
.. Just minutes from Georgetown

> Concrete drains,
> Concrete roads,
> Potable Water Supply,
> Electricity,
> Recreational Park
Local Financing available
See website link below for more information on this development as well as
its location and contact details. Also
view this video below:
View: Elaine Ville Video
Read: Elaine Ville advertisement
For more details go to our website at:

http://www.elaineville.com/
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BLOG ENTRIES
Note: Click on the titles to read the blog entries

BLOG ENTRIES - August 2013
Total views for August 2013 = 57,533
Total views at August 30 = 1,488,376
1. Caribbean People – Who are we?
2. Guyana reduces growth forecasts for 2013 –
sugar slides
3. Amaila Hydro was structured as a gigantic rip-off
– Gaskin
4. Pres. Obama Speech at 50th Anni. of March on
Washington, Pays Tribute to MLK
5. London: The Notting Hill Carnival 2013 –
slideshows
6. Eusi Kwayana at GCA Literary Hang – August
31, 2013 – Brooklyn NYC
7. Fly Jamaica likely to commence service
next month
8. Amaila Hydro project…Price jumps to US$915M
9. The Caribbean needs radical change at LIAT
10. The Commonwealth: the Black and White of It –
Sir Ronald Sanders
11. Senior Guyanese Friendship Asso. Bazaar – Toronto – Oct 5, 2013
12. POLICE treat Notting Hill Carnival revellers to
street dance off
13. Miss World Guyana seeks your support
14. Guyana Christian Charities - Fall Dance - Toronto
Sept 7, 2013
15. St. Joseph's Alumni - Labor Day Saturday 2013 Brooklyn NY
16. St. Stanislaus Alumni - Labor Day Saturday Jam
- August 31- NYC
17. Guyanese Online Newsletter – August 2013.
18. The Demerara Slave Uprising and the Trial of
Rev. John Smith- by Odeen Ishmael
19. The Magnificent Toucan – Jewel of the Forest
Canopy – By Dmitri Allicock
20. Capitol News TV News vides 26 August 2013
21. People over 60 – funny jokes from the AARP
22. *Concerned Citizens Against Domestic Abuse –
Dance – Toronto Sept 7, 2013

24. Capitol News – TV News Videos – 23 August 2013
25. Cricket: CPL hailed a massive success
26. Five Ways Stress Affects Your Mind and Body
27. Education in Guyana – commentary
28. 50-Year Anniversary of Martin Luther King‟s
Iconic Speech
29. Can the Human Race Save Itself from Selfdestruction?
30. What the Economic Crisis Really Means – what
we can do – video
31. „A Conversation‟ at Moray House Trust
32. The Blue Saki – Amazing Seed Disperser – By
Dmitri Allicock
33. Capitol News – TV News Reports – 22 August 2013
34. *Guyana Medical Relief – Dinner/Dance – Alhambra CA – Oct. 5, 2013
35. *St. Joseph‟s Alumni – Labor Day Saturday 2013
– Brooklyn NY
36. Bob Marley – Jamaica Tribute Concert Live Reggae 1999 – video
37. Chutney Music Videos – various artistes – 46 videos: autoplay
38. Classic SOCA mix – various artistes – 49 videos: autoplay
39. GUYANA‟S NATIONAL SONGS
40. The Towa- Towa- Great Songster of Guyana
41. Carifesta kicks off with dazzling show
in Suriname
42. Buxton Honours Eusi Kwayana – August
21, 2013
43. The Jordanites – by Peter Halder
44. Gingerbeer With A Difference – by Peter Halder
45. Ken Corsbie in Cayman Islands (2009) –
3 videos
46. Amerindian Heritage Month 2013 – Significant
milestones to be celebrated
47. Capitol News – TV News Videos – August
19, 2013

23. Canada opens visa application centre in Guyana
Continued on the next page
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BLOG ENTRIES
Note: Click on the titles to read the blog entries

BLOG ENTRIES - August 2013 (cont’d)
Continued from the previous page

48. Buxton Bush Cook – Brooklyn NY – August
24, 2013
49. Miss World Guyana – Ruqayyah Boyer in NYC –
August 23, 2013
50. GCA Online Magazine – August 2013
51. Universities of the Future – Massive Open
Online Courses
52. Usain Bolt – 3 Gold Medals at Moscow World
Championships 2013
53. Russell Foster: Why do we sleep? – video
54. Matthew CENTROWITZ USA – Moscow 2013 1500m Men Final Silver
55. Racial Profiling in the United States
56. The Conspicuous Great Kiskadee of Guyana –
By Dmitri Allicock
57. *Toronto Foundation – Dinner & Dance – September 14, 2013
58. Tragic death of a woman – by Freddie Kissoon
59. Air Travel: Guyana – A debacle of no
mean proportions
60. Guyana Education: CAPE and CSEC Results
for 2013
61. THE PILOT – by Peter Halder
62. THE CHANTEY – by Peter Halder
63. Capitol News – TV News videos – 12 August 2013
64. The Seventh Day Adventist Healer – by Peter Halder
65. The Gravediggers – by Peter Halder
66. The Myth of Brazil's Racial Democracy
67. Ghost Cities – China
68. Tin City Voices – Ghetto life in Guyana –
documentary
69. The Scenic Lake Capoey of Guyana – By
Dmitri Allicock
70. Guyana: Local Government Elections – 3 videos
71. Amerindians demand that their rights be respected – video
72. Sithe Global pulls out of Amaila Falls Hydro project

73. Trinidad and Tobago in a difficult place –
commentary
74. Capitol News – TV News videos – 07 August 2013
75. *Guyana Christian Charities – Fall Dance – Toronto Sept 7, 2013
76. While the Sun is Trapped ~ Poem by Mahadai Das
77. Bibliography of Race and Race Relations in Guyana – Nigel Westmaas
78. A requiem for Maurice „Mo‟ Braithwaite – By Tangerine Clarke
79. Capitol News – TV News Videos – 06 August 2013
80. Hughes tenders resignation as AFC Chairman –
AFC rejects resignation
81. Guyana Cultural Asso. of New York Magazine –
July 2013
82. The Versatile Ité Palm of Guyana – By
Dmitri Allicock
83. The Wai Wai Tribe in Guyana – by Peter Halder
84. TADJAH IN GUYANA – By Peter Halder
85. Guyanese Online Entries – July 2013
86. Ruling PPP concludes its 30th Congress in Berbice – no surprises
87. Capitol News – TV News Videos – August 2,
88. Divide & Rule: Racism in Guyana
89. Lord Bishop William Piercy Austin of British
Guiana – By Dmitri Allicock
90. Brazil – Slavery and struggle for racial equality –
2 videos
91. Capitol News – TV NEWS Videos – 31 July 2013
GUYANESE ONLINE NEWSLETTERS
These newsletters are published monthly. The aim is to
advertise the events and news of Guyanese Associations
worldwide. Added to this, the newsletter highlights Guyana‟s Parliament news, Arts and Culture, Medical, Business, Education, Tourism and Historical articles.
Every month we publish an average of 100 Blog entries
and these are also listed here and accessible by clicking
on the items on the list.. Your comments are welcome!
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House Republicans Quietly Work To Move Forward
On Immigration Reform

September 30, 2013 Fox News

Don't start an obituary for immigration reform just yet.
While the spotlight on Congress is on the partisan
brawl over government spending and President
Barack Obama's health care law, some Republicans
in the House are quietly working to bring some momentum to work on fixing the immigration system.
In June, the Senate passed a bipartisan immigration
reform measure. But in the House, where Republicans are in control, efforts to come up with a bill or
bills have run into problems, as many of those most
conservative members of the party vow not to sup

On the Line: Immigration Reform in the US
Voice of America Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKUSH13sftk
The debate over immigration reform in the US is heating
up. The senate passed a comprehensive immigration reform bill back in June that includes a pathway to citizenship for the nation's 11 million undocumented workers but
the Republicans in the House have already shown their
reservations. When it comes to how to improve the nation's immigration system, opinions differ widely. This
week's edition of "On the Line" discusses issues surrounding the immigration reform debate in the US.
GUESTS:(1) Lia Parada: Legislative Director, America's
Voice.(2) Dr. Bryan Roberts: Sr. Economist, Econometrica; Former Assistant Director, Border

port a measure that would provide a pathway to legal
status to undocumented immigrants.
So efforts to move along an immigration bill or bills
seemed to have reached a dead end.
The chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
Rep. Bob Goodlatte, has been discussing possible
legal status for the estimated 11 million immigrants
living in the U.S. illegally.
He's also been working with House Majority Leader
Eric Cantor, a fellow Virginia Republican, on a bill
offering citizenship to immigrants brought illegally to
the U.S as children. ... [Read more]

LEGAL ADVICE FOR CARIBBEANS IN AMERICA

The Prince Law Firm, LLC
315W Ponce de Leon Avenue Suite 970
Decatur, Georgia 30030
“Meaningful results for Clients with Real problems but Limited Resources‖

IMMIGRATION LAW - IN ALL 50 STATES
LITIGATION - Georgia

(678) 705-5409
Visit us Online at: www.princefirm.com
e-Mail: asp@princefirm.com
OUR LEGAL PROFESSIONALS SPECIALIZE IN FAMILY-BASED IMMIGRATION PETITIONS
Blog: guyaneseonline.wordpress.com

